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induced drag in the lower wind
ranges contributes up to 15%
of a yacht’s total drag (1). Thus
reducing this component of
drag force will result in a
performance increase.

Figure 1 Model Setup in the Twisted flow Wind Tunnel

This study focuses on the
induced drag produced by a
yacht’s mainsail while sailing
close-hauled. Induced drag is
produced due to a pressure

loss around the ends of a finite
wing or sail resulting in the
formation of a vortex which
extends downwind of the sail
for some distance. The

The President’s Column
Another busy year draws
to a close with the
summer holidays almost
upon us. It has been a
very fulfilling year full of
change and challenges for
me and I look forward to
what 2010 will bring.
Another round of graduates are starting their
professional careers and I am pleased to
announce the winners of the 2009 prizes for
RINA New Zealand

This project was split up into
two sections. The first section
was to test whether the
induced drag produced by a
yacht’s mainsail had
decreased with the evolution of
the mainsail planform, from
triangular to rectangular. While
the aim of the second section
was to try and actively reduce

undergraduate projects.
The prize for the best marine project at
University of Auckland is sponsored by VT
Fitzroy and was awarded to Kris Decke and
John Little. This winning project has been
summarised for our newsletter.
The prize for the best marine project at Unitec
was awarded to Aneel Kesry who undertook to
design a custom, 8.5m sports fisher for a
friend and colleague.
(Continued on page 2)
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(Continued from page 1)

Well done to you all!
Coinciding with a visit from
Trevor Blakely, RINA Chief
Executive we are planning to
hold a members’ meeting on
February 2nd when the prize
winners’ will receive their
official prize certificates.
The evening will also include
presentations from two
Emirates Team New Zealand
sponsored postgraduate
students. There will be time
to mix with fellow RINA
members and the chance to
meet and share your
thoughts with Trevor over
the usual drinks and
nibbles.
I must take the opportunity
to thank all the council
members for their tireless
work throughout the year.
Special mention this year
goes to Roger and his
enthusiasm in the
organisation of our
members’ meetings and for
Helen for compiling these
newsletters.

M1

M2
Figure 2 Mainsail planforms tested

the mainsail’s induced drag by
using head mounted winglets,
similar to those seen on a
modern airplane.
In order to test the induced
drag the University of
Auckland’s Twisted Flow Wind
Tunnel was used. The tests
were conducted using a
1/20th scale model of a
current high performance
Super Maxi “Speed Boat”. The
model was mounted to a sixcomponent force balance that
measured the forces exerted
by the model due to the
tunnel’s wind flow.

I wish you all a very happy
festive season and all the
best for the coming year.

Progressive Mainsail
Planforms

Ian McLeod

In order to test the efficiency of
different mainsail planforms,
wind tunnel testing was
conducted on three
progressive mainsail planforms
Table 1: Mainsail Efficiency Factor

Mainsail Efficiency Factor
Mainsail

Taper
Ratio

∆CD

M1

0.43

0.132

M2

0.27

0.125

M3

0.00

0.136

M3

∆CL2
1.52
4
1.52
8
1.50
6

Induced
Drag
Factor (k)

Efficiency
Factor (e)

0.087

0.907

0.082

0.955

0.091

0.850

(figure 2). The sails were
designed and manufactured by
North Sails New Zealand with
constant sail area and luff
length. The three stage
planform progression ranged
from a traditional elliptical/
triangular planform (M3) to a
square-headed mainsail
planform with a 0.43 taper
ratio(M1).
The sails tested were attached
to the model to replicate the
set up of a full scale yacht.
The sheets that control the
sails were connected to
electric winches, which allowed
the sails to be trimmed whilst
the wind tunnel was running
without disturbing the airflow
around the yacht or disturbing
the force balance. The
mainsheet, traveller,
cunningham, outhaul and mast
bend were adjusted until
maximum drive force was
achieved. In order to limit run
to run variables a solid
fibreglass jib was used with
constant trim.
Initially the sails were trimmed
to provide maximum drive
force, then once this was
achieved the traveller was
lowered to alter the angle of
attack of the mainsail. For
each traveller setting data was
recorded via the TFWT’s data
acquisition system, SailView.
The traveller was used to
adjust the mainsail’s apparent
RINA New Zealand
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Figure 4 Winglet shapes tested

wind angle, which allowed the
mainsail to retain a constant
twist profile and camber.
In order to find the efficiency of
each of the mainsail planforms
the efficiency factor (e) was
calculated, with the maximum
efficiency factor for a foil of
finite length being one. The
efficiency factor of an aerofoil
can be found from the induced
drag factor (k), which is equal
to the variation of the drag
coefficient with the square of
the lift coefficient
The efficiency factor calculated
for M2 shows that it produces
over 4 per cent more induced
drag than a theoretically
optimal finite foil with constant
downwash, but more
importantly shows that M2
produces nearly 11 per cent
less induced drag than M3.
This proves that having an
increased chord at the head of
a mainsail decreases induced

drag and consequently
increases drive force. However
from the results it is not
evident what the optimal taper
ratio is. This is because there
is potential that the testing
conducted on M1 was not fully
optimised and therefore it
would be unwise to make a
conclusion about which taper
ratio is more efficient. Though
it can be concluded that having
a square-headed mainsail,
regardless of the taper ratio, is
better than having a taper ratio
of zero.

Winglets
In order to test the
effectiveness of mainsail head
mounted winglets a solid
mainsail, which replicated the
flying shape of soft sail, was
used. This allowed for the
winglets to be rigidly attached
to the mainsail head without
affecting the sail’s shape.

Nine winglet designs were
tested, ranging from a large
head cap to low aspect winglet.
The winglets were made from
0.5mm thick zinc coated mild
steel and were positioned on
the top of the mainsail in three
positions; front, middle and
back. All winglets were fitted
parallel to the onset flow and
never extended above the
head of the sail, so as not to
increase the aspect ratio of the
mainsail. The winglets were
tested with the model at both
0º and 25º of heel, while the
apparent wind angle remained
constant at 20º. The sail trim
was also kept constant
throughout testing.
Figure 5 shows the percentage
variation that a winglet has on
the drag and lift coefficients.
The graph shows that at 25º of
heel there is a general trend
for increase in drag with no
associated increase in lift.
When the model was set at 0º
heel there is a small decrease
in both lift and drag.
The winglet testing conducted
provided very little variation in
both lift and drag. Since this
testing was conducted in the
TFWT’s ideal sailing
environment it seems possible
that even if significant results
were achieved that the
winglets tested would not be of
benefit when used at full scale.
This is due to the ever
changing wind speed and
direction that the winglet would
experience in a real sailing
environment.

Conclusions
Progressive Mainsail
Planforms
A mainsail with a taper ratio of
0.27 produces:
Figure 5 Percentage change in coefficient of lift and drag with
winglet compared to no winglet
RINA New Zealand

•

4% more induced drag than
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a theoretical optimal finite
foil when sailing closehauled.
•

11% less induced drag than
that of a mainsail with a
triangular planform when
sailing close-hauled.

Winglet Testing
In a constant environment
winglet use makes an
insignificant difference to a

yacht’s lift and drag
production.
Even if positive results were
achieved it is unlikely a winglet
would be beneficial to a yacht
in a real sailing environment
due to a non-constant wind
flow

Reference
Fallow, J. Burns. America's Cup
sail design. Journal of Wind
Engineering and Industrial
Aerodynamics. 10 1996, Vol.
63, pp. 183-192.
John Little and Kris Decke are winners
of the 2009 VT-Fitzroy RINA prize.
John and Kris completed a Bachelor of
Mechanical Engineering in 2009, and
are looking to progress their careers in
the marine engineering field.

Simulation-based Engineering for Marine Composite Structures
by Biswajit Banerjee
The 2006 report of the US
National Science Foundation
blue ribbon panel on
simulation-based engineering
science stated that “we are on
the verge of an enormous
expansion in our ability to
model and simulate an almost
limitless variety of natural
phenomena.” The panel
concluded that advances in
computing tools and machines
would “greatly improve our
ability to predict outcomes and
optimize solutions before
committing resources” and
“expand our ability to cope with
problems that have been too
complex for traditional
methods.”
Many marine structures
experience conditions that can
easily be categorized as “too
complex for traditional
methods.” The problem gets
even more complicated when
composites are involved. Only
experts with a substantial
number of years of experience
can estimate the expected
loads and their effects. Can
we use simulation-based
engineering tools to“ improve
our ability to predict outcomes”
when composite marine

structures are involved?
The first patent for a process of
manufacturing high quality
glass fibre was given to R.
Games Slayter in 1938. The
marine industry was quick to
embrace the composites
technology that was enabled
by that invention. Our
understanding of composites
has improved dramatically over
the past 50 years. Yet there
continues to be some
hesitation in using composites
for existing and new
applications. This hesitation is

due to uncertainty in our
understanding of the loads and
their effects on large, threedimensional, multi-material
structures. Many issues
related to maintenance, repair,
and life-cycle assessment of
composite structures are also
not well understood.

Loads and fluidstructure interaction
Anisotropic composite
structures can react counterintuitively to applied loads.
This is especially true of

Figure 1. A fluid-structure interaction simulation with
solids and a number of different gases. The simulation
used UINTAH from the University of Utah.
RINA New Zealand
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complex three-dimensional
designs with multiple
materials. An accurate
knowledge of the expected
loads on a structure is
therefore a crucial determinant
of an optimal composite
structural design. Unlike landbased structures, most marine
structures interact with both
water and air. If the loads on a
marine structure are to be
determined accurately, we
have to understand the effect
of the fluids on the structure
and vice versa. Simulations
that use fluid-structure
interaction tools are
increasingly being used to
improve not only aerodynamic
and hydrodynamics designs,
but also structural designs.
Examples include adaptive
marine structures such as the
adaptive composite propeller
that changes shape in
response to hydrodynamic
loads. Energy efficiency and
structural reliability requires
that these propellers be
designed optimally. Such
optimal designs are quite
expensive to achieve without
the aid of computational fluidstructure interaction codes.
The primary simulation-based
engineering tool used by
structural marine engineers is
finite element analysis. One
the other hand, the mechanics
fluids are traditionally analyzed
with finite volume methods.
Therefore there is a
fundamental incompatibility
between the two analysis
methods. The usual fix has
been to assume that the
structure is rigid, perform a
fluid dynamics simulation, and
then interpolate boundary
conditions from the fluid to the
structure. These boundary
conditions are then used to
loads the structure. The
RINA New Zealand

traditional fluid-structure
interaction approach is proving
inadequate for many design
problems and improved
algorithms are continually
being sought. An example is
the MPM-ICE technique that
uses Lagrangian particles to
represent the solid and
Eulerian fluids. An example of
a complex multi-material, solidfluid, interaction simulation
that does not involve
interpolating boundary
conditions is shown in Figure 1.
Fluid-structure interaction
simulations continue to be
quite computationally
expensive and often need
careful tailoring of the
computational grids for
accuracy. However, as tools
improve and parallel
computations become less
expensive these simulations
will become routine. Graphics
chip based parallel computing
has the potential of
revolutionizing the field of
simulation-based engineering.
Marine composite structure
design also has the potential to
be positively impacted by such
developments.

Concurrent and
modular engineering
Since the mid 1980s,
computational engineering has
played an increasing role in the
design of structures intended
for marine use. However, the
engineering process has rarely
been concurrent. Design,
analysis, production, and
marketing teams have
traditionally operated quite
independently of each other.
Customers are usually involved
only at the beginning and the
end of the process. Costs are
difficult to estimate because it
is often the case that each
design is different. Concurrent

simulation-based engineering
and modular design can
improve the design,
manufacturing, and marketing
process.
Design and production costs
have been greatly reduced by
the availability of computeraided geometric design tools
and high-end computer
graphics hardware and
software. However, significant
challenges remain in the tight
integration of geometric design
and structural analysis. At
present, the usual process is
for the design team to spend a
considerable time in detailed
design. The final design is then
sent to the analysis team which
performs a computational
analysis after simplifying the
design significantly. If the
analysis team finds a hot-spot
in the design, the simplified
design is sent back the
designers who do a detailed
redesign once again. It is rare
that production engineers and
marketing personnel are
involved at this stage of the
process. Last, but not least,
“customer involvement of
product/service design almost
always gets creative results”.
Concurrent design tools are
being developed by several
computational engineering
software companies. These
tools will become tightly
integrated and easier to use
over the next 5 to 10 years.
But a change in the current
design culture will be needed
to fully exploit the benefits that
these tools will provide.
Modular design can also
benefit significantly from
simulations if a number of
detailed assemblies can be
analyzed rapidly. Parallel
computing has the potential of
making such analyses possible
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Figure 2. An example of a
multimaterial joint where the
knowledge of load transfer
mechanisms is crucial

is software licensing costs can
be reduced.

Statistics in structural
engineering
As mentioned earlier, load
transfer mechanisms in
composite marine structures
are complicated. There is a
clear need for better
understanding of these
mechanisms for improving
designs. Mutimaterial joints
such as the one shown in
Figure 2 provide situations
where a knowledge of load
transfer is crucial. Detailed
finite element simulations of
such problems are routine.
But the variability in material
behaviour in these composite
structures remains an issue.
Production costs can be
reduced if designs are optimal.
However, a design cannot be
certified as optimal unless its
reliability is quantified.
Statistical tools are
increasingly being incorporated
into commercial simulation

codes to allow for rapid
evaluation of the reliability of
designs. These tools typically
used either a first- or secondorder reliability method
(FORM/SORM). More efficient
reliability tools such as line
sampling and subset sampling
continue to be the subject of
research and are expected to
appear in production codes in
a few years. Cues on the
utilization of statistical
information can also be taken
from civil engineering. For
instance, partial safety factors
based on detailed simulation
can be incorporated into
design codes to make sure
that structures can withstand
extreme loads without overdesign.

Structural failure
The prediction of failure of
marine composite structures
has always been a challenge.
Traditional finite element
analysis is based on
continuum mechanics and
cannot deal with fracture
unless it is enhanced. One
solution provided by simulation
engineers has been to
incorporate cohesive elements
into the finite element mesh
and to use traction-separation
rules to determine the growth
of a crack. This solution can
be quite expensive unless the
crack path is known in
advance. Another solution is
to add extra information to the
finite element interpolation
functions, the well known
“extended finite element
method” (XFEM). These are
not yet mature technologies
and require expert knowledge
for appropriate use. An
alternative method has been to
use damage mechanics to
determine the failure process.
Damage mechanics is plagued
by mesh-dependence unless

complicated nonlocal material
behaviour is incorporated into
the finite element analysis.
These complications have
caused some researchers to
drop the continuum mechanics
approach altogether and adopt
a “peridynamic” approach
instead. The simulation of
failure continues to be an
active research topic.
However, tools such as XFEM
have the potential to improve
our understanding of
delaminations and zones of
stress concentration in marine
composites structures.

Summary
Simulation-based engineering
tools for composite marine
structure design have come a
long way in the last 20 years.
These tools are cheap,
ubiquitous, and easy to use.
Many problems in fluidstructure interaction and
failure mechanics have
become solvable which were
regarded impossible to solve
just a few years ago. But, as
more and more complicated
problems are tackled, issues of
accuracy and cost continue to
emerge. In the coming years a
successful designer will be one
who has been able to
incorporate of new simulation
tools and techniques into their
toolkit.
Disclaimer: The opinions
expressed in this article are solely
those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of
Industrial Research Limited.

Biswajit Banerjee is a Research
Scientist at Industrial Research
Limited, Parnell, Auckland.
b.banerjee@irl.cri.nz
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Remembering Donald Wood
Boat builder/Designer, Teacher
by Ed Barton
I first met Don Wood
when I was a teenager.
He was always helpful
and willing to give us
advice when we were
homebuilding our Moth
and 12’ Kitty Cat.
About 40 years ago my
friend Don also
became my employer.
We built many good boats at Don’s Boat shop in
Orewa. These included a 36’ Woolacott yacht, a
Bartender launch, a 32’ Vindex launch, a 30’
Loch Crowther trimaran, a Laurie Davidson 50’
race yacht, a 34’ Townsend and many others he
also designed and built. Although Don didn’t
own his own boat, he enjoyed sailing and was
very good crew on any yacht.
Don also built aircraft parts at his boat shop,
always to a very excellent standard. “Perfect is
good enough!” was a favourite saying of his.

Don also had a Pilot’s License and occasionally
would invite me to fly with him from North Shore
club as he put in the hours to keep his license
current.
It was while I worked for Don that he took up the
position of tutor at Auckland Tech. He allowed
me to run the boat shop for a year or so when
he began teaching. After teaching for many
years at Carrington Tech, he helped set-up the
new boatbuilding facility.
He attempted to retire and built himself a selfcontained flat at Te Atatu, but gave up
retirement to re-write the curriculum for the
boatbuilding apprenticeships.
Even at around 80 years, Don still kept his
sense of humour, had a lively and inquiring
mind, was in good shape physically and enjoyed
driving.
Don devoted a large part of his life to the
boatbuilding industry in New Zealand. He will be
sorely missed.
Donald Wood a RINA NZ member died on 27 June 2009

Forthcoming events
Please watch your Inbox for the latest events
listings. If you do not receive email please pass
on your details to to the division and we will
ensure you hear about our talks.
Project: Nic de Waal designed 21m high
speed composite power cat

Wishing you all a very Happy Christmas
and all the best for 2010.
RINA NZ Division council

Date:

Tuesday 15th December 2009

Time:

6.00pm

Venue: Shed 5,139 Halsey St,Auckland
Nic de Waal is managing director of Teknicraft
Design, designers of innovative and functional
high performance commercial and recreational
power catamarans.

And a final thought for 2009 ....
When thinking about getting a boat, it is
best to remember that BOAT actually
stands for
Break Out Another Thousand!
RINA New Zealand

Meet and greet with Trevor Blakely and
RINA NZ prize giving
Date:

February 2nd 2010

Time and venue:

TBA
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RINA NZ Division News
The Royal Institution of Naval Architects 1860 - 2010
2010 is the 150th Anniversary of the Royal Institution of
Naval Architects.
The history of the Institution during those 150 years is
reflected in the development of the naval architecture
profession and the global maritime industry. It has been a
period of dramatic and significant changes to the design and
construction of ships, it has became more of a science than
an art. The Institution has made a significant contribution to
that development, both collectively as an international
organisation and individually through the work of its
members. A commemorative magazine is being published
and a copy of this, "The Royal Institution of Naval Architects
1860 - 2010", will be included with your June issue of The
Naval Architect.
The New Zealand division is planning a special event to
commemorate the occasion. We are currently investigating
several options and hope to hold an event towards the end
of the summer. If you have any suggestions on the format
for such an occasion please send them to the President Ian
MacLeod. email Ian.Mcleod@vtfitzroy.co.nz.

Your Magazine

The New Zealand Naval Architect
is published three times a year.
All correspondence and advertising
should be sent to:
The Editor
The New Zealand Naval Architect
C/o RINA New Zealand Division
PO Box 91395
Auckland Mail Service Centre
Auckland
Email: hquekett@xtra.co.nz
Opinions expressed in this
newsletter are not necessarily
those of the Institution.

Administration and
Membership enquiries
Email: membership@rina.org.uk
Web Page: www.rina.org.nz
UPDATE: phillmaxwell@yahoo.co.nz

NZ Council:
President: Ian MacLeod
Ian.MacLeod@vtfitzroy.co.nz

Would you like to receive an electronic copy of this
newsletter (PDF format)?
If you would prefer the next edition of the
NZNA to be emailed to you, please email us
at jason.smith@ryajason.smith@rya-online.net with the
following in the subject line.
Send me the NZNA electronically.
If we do not receive an email from you will continue to
receive a hard copy in the post.

Treasurer: Susan Lake
susan.lake@highmodulus.co.nz

Secretary: Jason Smith
jason.smith@rya-online.net

Communications: Phillip Maxwell
phillmaxwell@yahoo.co.nz

Graeme Finch
g.finch@xtra.co.nz

Richard Flay
r.flay@auckland.ac.nz
Jarrod Hall

Please let us know if you move. Changes of address need to
be sent to the head office in London.
The Royal Institution of Naval
Architects (New Zealand Division)
would like to acknowledge the
continuing support of Clendons as
our Honorary Solicitors.
Go to www.clendons.co.nz for free of
Terms of Trade and Contract
downloads

jarrodhall@gmail.com

Roger Hill
rjhill@ihug.co.nz
Mike Kay
mikekay@michaelkay.co.nz
Chris Moors
chris.moors@gmail.com
Tony Stanton
Tony.Stanton@highmodulus.co.nz
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